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 نظرا لزياده وجود وإنتشار طاقه الرياح في شبكات الطاقه الكهربيه والذي أدى إلى:الملخص العربي
 وبالتالي أصبح من الضروري معرفه تأثير المولدات التأثيريه مزدوجه.التأثيرعلي إتزان وسلوك هذه الشبكات
critical (  في هذا البحث تم عمل تحليل وتقييم لهذا التأثير بإستخدام ال. ) علي اتزان النظامDFIGs( التغذيه
center of inertia (  أيضا تم اإلستعانه بال.)clearing time index and eigenvalues analysis
 كما تم عمل محاكاه لمقارنه أداء النظام فى حاله وجود. ) لدراسه هذا التأثير علي سلوك النظامtechnique
 وأثبتت.وعدم وجود المولدات التأثيريه مزدوجه التغذيه أثناء حدوث الخطأ وبعد إزالة هذا الخطأ مباشرة
النتائج جدوى وفاعلية الحل المقدم في هذا البحث حيث أنه في حاله إستبدال المولدات التزامنيه بمولدات
)transient stability( ) يحدث تحسن ملحوظ للactive power( تأثيريه بنفس قيمة القدره الفعالة
للنظام ويرجع هذا التحسن إلي إستطاعه المولدات التأثيريه مزدوجه التغذيه علي التغلب على األخطاء التى
تحدث في الشبكة بدون حدوث تغيير جسيم في خرج القدره الفعاله الخاصه بها وذلك بعد إزالة هذا الخطأ علي
.عكس المولدات التزامنيه التي تتأثر بصورة ملحوظه باألخطاء التى تحدث في الشبكة

Abstract— The increasing penetration of the wind power
generation into the electrical power system has led to increasing
the unconventional generators into the system. The Doubly Fed
Induction Generators (DFIGs) is the most common type utilized
for the wind power generation. In this article, the impact of the
DFIGs integration on the power system transient stability is
analyzed and evaluated by using the index of the critical clearing
time (CCT) and eigenvalue analysis. Moreover, the new Center of
Inertia (COI) technique is used to study the effect of the
integrated DFIGs on the power system transient behavior. The
simulation studies are performed to compare the system transient
performance with/without DFIGs integration during and after a
severe grid fault. Also, they are executed to compare the transient
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behavior of the power system with/without replacing the
synchronous generators with DFIGs. The results show a
significant improvement in the transient behavior is achieved by
replacing some of the synchronous generators with DFIGs of the
same capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ENEWABLE energy sources like wind energy
have become well-known all over the world as an
effective way to get significant development in
environmental and economic terms. The Doubly Fed
Induction Generators (DFIGs) is the most common type
applied for wind power generation. DFIG has become a
progressive technology with important development. This is
due to its good efficiency, low electronic devices ratings and
low mechanical stresses on the wind turbines [1-3].
The concept of DFIG [1-2] is that the wound-rotor
induction generator is connected to the grid at the stator
terminals. While the rotor terminals are connected through a
partially rated Variable Frequency AC/DC/AC Converter
(VFC). The VFC consists of a Grid-Side Converter (GSC) and
Rotor Side Converter (RSC) connected back-to-back by a DClink capacitor. As a result of using the converters in the
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excitation system of the DFIGs, the dynamic response is
fundamentally depended on the coordinated control plans of
the converters. Therefore, they are totally different from the
conventional synchronous generators [4-5].
The synchronous generators are the main component in the
conventional power system, that affect the transient stability of
the system. During the disturbance, the speed governor
controls the frequency by adjusting the active power of the
synchronous generator. So, it can maintain the stability of the
power system. Nevertheless, the controllability of the
synchronous generators controllers is limited by their
operating conditions [3]. During large disturbances, the
controllers of the synchronous generator probably don’t have
the ability to control their generators to return to the steadystate operating point. So, the synchronous generators lose the
synchronization (or lose the angular stability) and tripped from
the remaining part of the power system. Thus, additional
contingencies may take place and have an impact on the
overall system stability.
In DFIG, using the power electronic converter (i.e. VFC)
can fetch some operation and control features. For example,
the DFIG can effectively overcome the grid faults without
causing any trouble in the system stability, if an appropriate
uninterrupted operation technique and rapid control of the
variable frequency converter are used. So, the DFIG may be
prominent over the synchronous generator for maintaining the
power grid stability during some severe grid disturbances [1,
5].
The impact of DFIG’s integration on the synchronous
generators’ rotor dynamics using a two-generator connected to
infinite bus system was introduced in [6]. Also, the DFIG
effect on the system transient behavior was evaluated in [7]. It
considered the variation of the different DFIG penetrations,
structures of the network and Points of Common Coupling
(PCC). Ref. [8] used the synchro-phasor measurements to
determine the equivalent inertia of the power source (wind
turbine / synchronous generators) for detecting the system
angle instability with different wind power penetrations.
Different stability indices had been suggested to determine
the system transient stability. Refs. [7-9] introduced the
critical clearing time (CCT) of the fault as the most
widespread flexible index. It is the maximum time which a
disturbance can be applied without losing the stability of the
system. In [9], the fault CCT of the modified IEEE 39-bus
system which contains both DFIGs and synchronous
generators was simulated. The results proved that the DFIGs
improved the system transient stability. Ref. [10], calculated
the transient stability index by using the largest angle variation
of the synchronous generators. It was indicated that the impact
of the DFIG on transient stability could be positive or
negative. Furthermore, the multi-machine systems transient
stability analysis was analyzed in [11–17], by using the Center
Of Inertia (COI) of the system. It was characterized as a
virtual dynamic position. The COI was calculated by using the
average of the instantaneous rotor angle of all synchronous
generators in the power system. The system COI was firstly
introduced in [15]. Then it was used effectively to describe the

dynamic behaviors of the whole system and the generators
coherent clusters [16]. Moreover, the COI based reference was
also considered as an efficient index for the dynamic
monitoring of the individual synchronous generator [17].
This paper studies the effect of the wind power integration
on the transient stability of the power system. Substituting the
conventional generators by DFIGs and adding DFIGs to the
power system are both investigated in this paper. The stability
of the system is calculated by using the eigenvalue analysis
and the fault CCT index. The power system is simulated by
using the power factory Digsilent program.
II. ANALYSIS OF DFIG TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR
The comparing of the transient behavior of the integrated
DFIGs and the conventional synchronous generators is
considered so valuable, particularly when studying the effect
of integrated DFIGs on transient stability of the power system.
The acceleration/deceleration of the traditional synchronous
generators occurs during the disturbance of the power system.
This is due to the mismatch between the input mechanical
power and the output electrical power. The changes in the
electrical power output are occurred depending on the
characteristic of power angle due to the rotor angle change [35]. The synchronous generator’s inertia is used to damp the
quick changes in rotor speed, electrical power output, and grid
frequency oscillation. So, the strong relationship between the
rotor speed, the system frequency and the power generation of
synchronous generators is so clear.
On the other side, the quick and delicate excitations of the
variable-frequency in the DFIGs rotor windings are done
using the back-to-back converters. This makes the stator
windings variables are within the grid angular speed with no
respect to rotor speed changes. As a result, the integrated
DFIGs electrical power outputs are decoupled with the rotor
dynamics. So, rapid and flexible modulation can be performed
during system disturbance. Thus, the integrated DFIGs
provide no value to the power system inertia [18]. Moreover,
the power angle characteristic is not present in the DFIGs
excitation. Therefore, the “relative swing” and “rotor angle
deviation” are not convenient for explaining the relationship
between the synchronous generators and integrated DFIGs.
So, in this study, it is proposed that the integrated DFIGs
operate independently with no direct interactions with the
other generators in the power system during the transient
actions.
In the following sections, the mathematical models for the
COI and the motion equation of the system in case of
with/without the integration of DFIGs are discussed. Also, the
effect of the DFIG integration on the system motion equation
and the system behavior are studied.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The center of rotor angles, δC , and the center of rotor
speeds, ωC , of the synchronous generators are defined by [8],
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δC =

n

1
HJ,C

𝛚𝐂 =

∑i=1 HJ,i δi

(1)

𝐧

𝟏

∑𝐢=𝟏 𝐇𝐉,𝐢 𝛚𝐢

𝐇𝐉,𝐂

(2)

where:
n

HJ,C = ∑i=1 HJ,i

(3)

The system motion equation, p(ωC ), is defined by [19],
p(ωC ) =

1

P
HJ,C C

(4)

The system accelerating power, PC, is defined by,
PC = Pm,C − Pe,C
n

n

= (∑i=1 Pm,i ) − (∑i=1 Pe,i )

(5)

where δ is the rotor angle, ω is the rotor speed and HJ is the
inertia constant. Subscript c denotes the variable of the system
center of inertia, i indicates the variables of the ith generator
and n denotes the number of generators in the system. p is the
differential operator. Pm,i is the mechanical power of the ith
generator and Pe,i is the electrical power of the ith generator.
Thus; the motion equation of the system can be expressed
by[19],
Ƥ(ωC ) =

1
HJ,C

n

n

((∑i=1 Pm,i ) − (∑i=1 Pe,i ))

(6)

th

According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the i generator dynamics
of the COI-based reference (δi,c & ωi,c ) can be represented by
[11],
δi,C = δi − δC
(7)
ωi,C = ωi − ωC

(8)

The dynamic motion equation for each synchronous
generator regarding the COI based reference, p(ωc,i ), is
defined as:
p(ωC,i ) =

1
HJ,i

(Pm,i − Pe,i ) −

1
HJ,C

n

n

((∑i=1 Pm,i ) − (∑i=1 Pe,i ))
(9)

From Eqs. (1) – (8), it is cleared that the concept of the
COI is related to the power angle characteristics of
synchronous generators and the mutual synchronization
technique between synchronous generators.
The integrated DFIGs have no direct contribution in the
consisting of system COI, but it may have an effect on the
main factors that define the transient behaviors of system COI
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and the transient behaviors of each synchronous generator. So,
the dynamics of the system COI and the synchronous
generators are considered and analyzed with the existing of the
DFIGs.
The dynamic motion equation of the system with the
existing of the DFIGs can be expressed by,
1
p(ω´ C ) =
(P´m,C − P´e,C )
H´J,C

=

1
H´J,C

n

n

((∑i=1 P´m,i ) − (∑i=1 P´e,i ))

(10)

where superscript ´ indicates the variables with the existing of
DFIGs.
The DFIG integration affects the coefficients and physical
quantities in the dynamic motion Eq. (10); the inertia constant
of the system, input mechanical power, and the output
electrical power. The effect of the DFIG integration on these
three parameters can be determined as follows:
A. System inertia constant (HJ, C)
The integrated DFIGs are considered as no-inertia to the
system. So, in case of the insertion of DFIGs in the system
without substituting any synchronous generators, HJ, C, of the
system would not be changed.
where:
H´J,C = HJ,C

(11)

In case of insertion DFIGs in the system by substituting
some synchronous generators, the H´J,C should be described as
follow:
H´J,C = HJ,C − HJ,rep

(12)

where HJ,rep is the replaced synchronous generators inertia
constant.
B. System total mechanical input power (Pm,c)
During the large disturbance, the speed governors of the
DFIGs and the synchronous generators don’t have the ability
to adjust the input mechanical power rapidly. Thus, it is
considered that the mechanical power is generally constant in
the theoretical transient analysis as a simplification. So, the
mechanical power of the DFIGs, synchronous generators and
the system in this paper are also considered fixed during the
large disturbances. The system mechanical power without
DFIGs, Pm,c, and with DFIGs, P´m,c, are defined by,
Pm,C = Pe,C,|0| = PΣ,|0|

(13)

𝐏´𝐦,𝐂 = 𝐏´𝚺,|𝟎| − 𝐏𝐦,𝐃𝐅𝐈𝐆

(14)

where:
PΣ = Pload,Σ + Ploss,Σ

(15)
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where 𝐏𝐥𝐨𝐚𝐝,𝚺 and 𝐏𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬,𝚺 are the system total load and losses
respectively. 𝐏´𝚺 and 𝐏𝚺 are the system total power demand in
case of with and without connecting DFIGs in the system.
𝐏𝐦,𝐃𝐅𝐈𝐆 is the input mechanical power of DFIGs in the system
and the subscript |0| describes the pre-fault state variables.
C. System total electrical output power (𝑃𝑒,𝐶 )
The output power of each generator is a function of the
time based on its state of operation. However, the total
electrical output power of the generators permanently equal to
the total power demand in the system. So, the system electrical
power without the DFIGs,Pe,C , and the system electrical power
with DFIGs, P´e,C , are calculated by,
𝐏𝐞,𝐂 = 𝐏𝚺
(16)
P´e,C = P´Σ − Pe,DFIG
(17)
where 𝐏𝐞,𝐃𝐅𝐈𝐆 is the output electrical power of the DFIGs.
The voltage stability of the system is the main factor that
affects the total power demand of the system. So, if the
integrated DFIGs don’t have much effect on the system
transient voltage dynamic, the system total power demand
with and without the existing of DFIGs in the system (PΣ and
P´Σ) can be considered as constants. Also, if the integration of
the DFIG and the changes in transient voltage stability of the
system affect clearly the network structures or the distribution
of the reactive power, the P´Σ dynamic responses can’t be
considered the same as PΣ. Based on Eq. (17), the system
electrical power with DFIGs is affected by the electrical power
output of the integrated DFIGs. Furthermore, the dynamic
response of the synchronous generators’ electrical power
output is different from the electrical power output of the
DFIGs due to the different mechanisms of the excitation. So,
if the integration of the DFIGs doesn’t have much effect on
the system total demand, P´Σ, , the electrical power output of
the integrated DFIGs, Pe,DFIG , becomes the significant factor
that used to determine the difference between P´e,C and Pe,C .
The system inertia constant,HJ,C , is considered as an
essential parameter in the power system, which is constant
during the dynamic operations. If the wind speed is assumed
to be constant during the transient disturbance, the system
mechanical power, Pm,C , will also unchanged, as well; the
system electrical power, Pe,C , varies with the time during the
disturbance. However, the particular conditions for the
integration of the DFIGs determine the impact of DFIGs
integration on the three key factors (HJ,C , Pm,C , and Pe,C ). Also,
it determines the impact of changing these factors on system
dynamics.
IV. IMPACT OF DFIG’S INTEGRATION ON
TRANSIENT STABILITY
In this section, the impact of the integrated doubly fed
induction generator wind farms (DFIG-WF’s) on the power
system transient stability is discussed. It discusses the effect of
the DFIG-WF’s integration on the system dynamic motion. It

divided into two scenarios as follow:
• Scenario#1: with no synchronous generators replacing
• Scenario#2: with synchronous generators replacing
A. With no synchronous generators’ replacement
This section discusses how the integrated DFIG-WF’s
affect the dynamic motion of the system. In this scenario, the
DFIG-WF’s are integrated into the power system in parallel
with some synchronous generators with no replacement of
synchronous generators. The system power demand can be
considered as a constant due to neglect the variations in the
structure of the network and the system dynamic voltage
stability.
Based on Eqs. (11) – (17), the changes in the three key
factors (HJ,C , Pm,C , and Pe,C ) which define the dynamic motion
of the system are as follow:
P´m,C = Pm,C − Pm,DFIG

(18)

P´e,C = Pe,C − Pe,DFIG

(19)

According to Eqs. (4), (11), (18) and (19), the relation
between the accelerating speeds of COI and the DFIG
integration (p(ω´ C ) − p(ωC )) can be expressed by,
1
(P´m,C − P´e,C )
H´J,C
1
−
(P − Pe,C )
HJ,C m,C
1
=
(P
− Pm,DFIG )
HJ,C e,DFIG

p(ω´ C ) − p(ωC ) =

=

1
(− Δ PDFIG )
HJ,c

(20)

where ΔPDFIG is DFIGs’ accelerating power. The difference in
the system accelerating power can be written as:
ṔC − PC = (− Δ PDFIG )
(21)
where ṔC is the COI accelerating power with DFIGs
integration, and PC is the COI accelerating power without
DFIGs integration.
According to Eq. (20), when DFIGs are integrated without
any synchronous generators substituting and the system inertia
constant is not changed, the accelerating power of the
integrated DFIG-WFs becomes the main factor which affects
the dynamic motion of the system.
B. With synchronous generators’ replacement
In this section, some of the synchronous generators are
substituted by DFIG-WFs with the same active power
capacity. The impact of integrated the DFIG’s on the system
transient voltage stability is eliminated by supplying it with
switched Static Var Compensator (SVC). The switched SVC
controls the reactive power output according to the terminal
voltage sags of the DFIG-WF’s busbar [20]. So, the lack of the
dynamic reactive power due to the synchronous generators
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replacing is compensated by the SVC.
The changes in the three main parameters that determine
the system’s dynamic motion are described by Eqs. (12), (18)
and (19). The system dynamic motion is affected by changing
the accelerating power of the COI, in addition to the inertia
constant of the COI.
According to Eqs. (4), (12), (18) and (19), the
accelerating speeds of the COI in case of replacement the
synchronous generator with DFIGs is determined by,
𝐩(𝛚´ 𝐂 ) =

𝟏
[(𝐏𝐦,𝐂 − 𝐏𝐞,𝐂 ) − 𝚫 𝐏𝐃𝐅𝐈𝐆 ]
𝐇𝐉,𝐂 − 𝐇𝐉,𝐫𝐞𝐩

=H

1
J,C −HJ,rep

(ṔC )

(22)

The dynamic motion of the system in case of
synchronous generators replacement is affected by the
variations in the accelerating power of COI, and the inertia
constant of COI as illustrated in Eq. (22).
V. SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY STUDY USING THE
EIGENVALUE AND CCT INDICES
The system stability or instability can be discriminated by
utilizing the Eigenvalues analysis. The non-oscillatory mode is
related to the real Eigenvalues while the oscillatory mode is
related to the complex Eigenvalues. The system is classified as
a stable if the real part of all complex Eigenvalues is negative.
While the system is classified as unstable if the real part of
any complex Eigenvalue is positive [21]. The damping ratio is
determined by using the complex Eigenvalues’ real part.
When the damping ratio is increased, the damping for the
oscillation in the system will be increased. The oscillation
frequency is determined from the complex Eigenvalues’
imaginary part.
λ = σ + jω
(23)
where λ is the Eigenvalue complex pair and σ is the
Eigenvalue real part which gives an indication to the degree of
stability in the system. ω is the Eigenvalue imaginary part
which gives the information about the degree of oscillation in
the system also, the oscillation frequency is determined from
this part. The oscillation frequency, f, can be determined by
[21];
f = ω/2π
The damping ratio, ς, can be determined by,
−σ
ς=
√σ2 + ω2

(24)
(25)

The CCT index is used to determine the required
protections characteristics of the power system.
VI. PROPOSED TRANSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS
AND EVALUATION ALGORITHM
The transient stability of the power system is studied by
using two indices; CCT and Eigenvalues analysis. This is done
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to illustrate the difference between the behavior of the
conventional synchronous generators and the DFIGs during
and after severe disturbances. The proposed algorithm is
performed to determine the improvement of the transient
stability for the power system as follow,
1) Read the power system data; the rotor angle, δ, the rotor
speed, ω, the inertia constant, HJ , the mechanical power, Pm,
and the electrical power, Pe, of each synchronous generator in
the system.
2) Determine the system motion equation by using the
mathematical models of the COI constants, the rotor
angles’ center, and center of rotor speeds for all the
synchronous generators in the power system.
3) Connect the DFIGs to the power system by using two
scenarios; the first one by adding DFIGs in parallel with
the synchronous generators and the second one by
replacing the synchronous generators with the DFIGs
with the same capacity.
4) In each scenario:
A. The system motion equation is determined in the case
of existing the DFIGs.
B. Discuss the main factors which affect the motion
equation of the system.
C. Calculate the COI accelerating power in case of
existing the DFIGs (it is equal to the negative DFIGs’
accelerating power).
D. Apply three-phase faults on a certain busbar of the
power system with different clearing time to push the
system to unstable conditions by using DigSilent
simulation program.
E. Study the behavior of the system in case of with and
without connecting DFIGs by using:
• CCT index.
• Eigenvalues analysis.
• Synchronous generators rotor angles during and
after the fault.
• Synchronous generators active power during and
after the fault.
• Synchronous generators rotor speeds during and
after the fault.
• The behavior of the DFIGs active power,
accelerating power and terminal voltages.
F. Compare the results in case of with and without
connecting DFIGs by using the previous parameters
and determine the improvement of the system transient
stability.
4) Compare between the two scenarios and deciding which
scenario is the best.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The IEEE 39-bus system which contains 10 synchronous
generators and 39 buses is the base case of the test system
[22]. A modified IEEE 39-bus system which contains 10
synchronous generators, 17 DFIGs, and 39 buses are adopted
for the following simulation studies, as shown in Figure 1.
Generator, G2, is the reference generator for the system. So, it
is the most influenced generator with the fault.
In this study, some assumptions are considered;
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Fig. 1. Modified IEEE 39-bus study system

• The total power of loads remains constant in case of with
and without the DFIG integration.
• The system is tested for severe contingency by applying
cascaded disturbances or increasing the fault time on the
system.
• Three-phase short circuit faults are applied at line 4-14
near bus 4 at 15.1sec.
• The faults are cleared by tripping line 4-14 at different
times; 15.576sec, 15.598sec, and 15.928sec.
• The base-case which applied on the original system
without DFIGs is considered as the reference for
comparisons.
A. Scenario#1: with no synchronous generators’ replacement
In this scenario, The DFIG-WFs are added into the power
system in parallel with the synchronous generators (G1 at bus
2, G9 at bus 29, G7 at bus 23 and G5 at bus 20) with no
replacement of the synchronous generators. The DFIG-WFs’
rated capacity is 645 MW. So, the penetration percent of
DFIGs in the system is 10.5 %. The total power demand of the
system can be considered as fixed due to neglect the variations
in the structure of the network and the dynamic responses of
the system voltage stability.
A three-phase fault is applied on the transmission line 4-14
and it is cleared by removing this line. The fault clearing time
is set to be 15.598sec (fault time = 0.498sec). Figure 2
illustrates the transient response of the synchronous
generators’ rotor angles without connecting the DFIGs. After
the fault is cleared, all the synchronous generators’ rotor
angles are oscillated with high frequency and reached large
values (+178o & -175o). So, all the synchronous generators
loss their synchronism and the system become unstable.

Fig.2. Synchronous generators’ rotor angles –with no DFIGs

Fig.3. Synchronous generators’ rotor angles – in case of connecting DFIGs

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic response of synchronous
generators’ rotor angles in case of connected the DFIGs with a

rated capacity of 645 MW. By connecting the DFIGs in
parallel with the synchronous generators, all the synchronous
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generators oscillate with low frequency except G3 reaches
176o. But the values of the synchronous generators’ rotor
angles reach the steady-state values (75o for G9 and 38o for
G1) in a small time and the system returns to the stability.
Figure 4 shows the dynamic response of the synchronous
generators’ active power without connecting the DFIGs. It is
cleared that, large fluctuations are occurred for the megawatt
values of synchronous generator, G10, (its value reaches 1239
MW which above its normal load by 34%), G2 (its value
reaches 1242 MW which above its normal load by 108%) and
G3 (its value reaches 1236 MW which above its normal load
by 81.7%). This leads to instability of the system.

E: 7

Figure 6 illustrates the transient response for the
synchronous generators’ rotor speed without connecting the
DFIGs. It shows the accelerating power and speed of each
synchronous generator during and after the fault. It’s cleared
that the synchronous generators G2, G3 and G10 loss their
synchronism due to their small distances from the severe fault.
Since their rotor speed values reach the trip values (69. 8Hz or
4187r.p.m for G2 and 69.54Hz or 4172 r.p.m for G3).

Fig. 6. Synchronous generators’ rotor speed –with no DFIGs

Fig. 4. Synchronous generators’ active power –with no DFIGs

Figure 7 illustrates the transient response of synchronous
generators’ rotor speed with connecting the DFIGs with the
rated capacity of 645 MW. By connecting the DFIGs in
parallel with the synchronous generators, all the synchronous
generators reach the steady-state speed values after fault
clearing (1.016 p.u or 60.96 Hz or 3657R.P.M).

Figure 5 shows the dynamic response of synchronous
generators’ active power in case of connecting the DFIGs with
a rated capacity of 645 MW. By connecting the DFIGs in
parallel with the synchronous generators, the fluctuations that
occurred for the megawatt values of synchronous generators
G1, G2, G3, and G10 are decreased. After the fault is cleared,
G3 reaches 1018 MW which above its normal load by 49.7%.
Also, the G10 reaches 1228 MW which above its normal load
by 22.8%. So, the megawatt values of all synchronous
generators reach the steady-state values in a small time and the
system returns to the stability.

Fig. 7. Synchronous generators’ rotor speed – in case of connecting DFIGs

Fig. 5. Synchronous generators’ active power – in case of connecting DFIGs

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the transient response of the
speed and electrical power of the DFIG-WFs with the rated
capacity of 645MW respectively. It is cleared that when
DFIG-WFs are connected to the system, the absolute value of
the DFIG-WFs’ accelerating power increases during and after
the period of fault as shown in Figure 8. During the fault, the
accelerating power of the DFIGs on bus 9 is increased to
1.038p.u. While the absolute value of the COI accelerating
power is decreased. Also, the DFIGs’ active powers return
back to their normal values rapidly after cleared the fault as
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Fig.8. Transient response of DFIG-WFs’ Speed in case of adding DFIGs

Fig. 10. Transient dynamics of DFIG-WFs’ terminal voltage- in case of
connecting DFIGs

Fig. 9. The electrical power of DFIG-WF’S in case of adding DFIGs

shown in Figure 9. This helps the system to reach stability.
Figure 10 illustrates the voltage at the terminal of DFIGWFs. It is cleared that the dynamic response of the DFIGs’
terminal voltages during the three-phase fault varies depended
on where they are added to the system. So, the terminal
voltage of each DFIG in the system is different as illustrated in
Figure 10. During the fault inception, the terminal voltage of
the DFIG on bus 9 and 29 are 2.4kV and 4.3kV respectively.
These differences in terminal voltage of the DFIGs are
presented due to the location of the three-phase fault. This
explains the difference in ΔPDFIG that shown in Figure 8. So,
the terminal voltages’ dynamics of the DFIGs have a great
effect on the electrical power output.
Figure 11 shows the Eigenvalues plot in case of without
connecting the DFIGs. The system is unstable due to the
existing of the complex eigenvalues which have positive real
parts. Figure 12 shows the Eigenvalues plot in case of
connecting the DFIGs with a rated capacity of 645MW. By
connecting the DFIGs in parallel with the synchronous
generators, there are no complex eigenvalues have positive
real parts. Also, the negative values of the real part of complex
eigenvalues are increased. So, the transient stability is
improved.

Fig. 11. Eigenvalues plot of the system–with no DFIGs

Fig.12. Eigenvalues plot of the system –in case of adding DFIGs

By connecting the DFIG-WF’s, the CCT improves from
15.576sec to 15.598sec compared to the original system
without DFIGs. The existing of the DFIGs in the system with
synchronous generators provide an improved CCT by a
margin of 0.022sec (1.32 cycles). Thus, the previous
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simulations illustrate that the existing of the DFIG-WF’s in the
system with the synchronous generators are useful in
improving the system transient stability for critical
contingencies.
B. Scenario#2: with synchronous generators’ replacement
In this scenario, the synchronous generators (G1 at bus 2
and G5 at bus 20) are replaced by a DFIG-WF’s with the same
capacity of active power.
Based on Eq. (12), the system inertia constant in this
scenario can be described by,
H´J,C = HJ,C − HJ,G1 − HJ,G5

(26)

where H´J,C is the COI inertia constant in case of the
replacing the synchronous generators by DFIG-WFs with the
same capacity. HJ,G1 and HJ,G5 are the inertia constant of the
replaced synchronous generators G1 and G5 respectively.
A three-phase fault occurs at the transmission line 4-14
and the fault is cleared by removing the line as in the first
scenario. The fault clearing time is set to be 15.920sec (fault
time = 0.820sec).
Figure 13 shows the transient response of the synchronous
generators’ rotor angles in case of replacing synchronous
generators with DFIGs which have a rated capacity 645MW.
After the fault is cleared, all the synchronous generators
oscillate with low frequency except G3 oscillates with a little
high frequency (i.e. 92o). But after a short period of time, all
the synchronous generators’ rotor angles reach the steady-state
value (22o for G3). So, the system transient stability is
improved due to decrease the synchronous generators’ rotor
angles and reach to the steady state quickly after clearing the
fault. Figure 14 illustrates the transient response for the
synchronous generators’ active power. After the fault is
cleared, all the synchronous generators oscillate with low
frequency except G10 (its value reaches 1221 MW which
above its normal load by 22.1 %) and G3 (its value reaches to
1121 MW which above its normal load by 65%) oscillate with
a little high frequency. But after a short period of time, all
synchronous generators’ active power reach steady-state

Fig.13. Synchronous generators’ rotor angles – in case of replacing
synchronous generators with DFIGs

values.

Fig. 14. Synchronous generators’ active power in case of replacing
synchronous generators with DFIGs

Figure 15 illustrates the transient response for the
synchronous generators’ rotors speed. It plots the accelerating
power and the rotor speed of each synchronous generator
during and after the fault. During the fault, all the synchronous
generators accelerate (G2 and G3 reach to 3845 r.p.m after
small time). After the fault is cleared, all the synchronous
generators decelerate except G2 and G3 oscillate before

Fig. 15. Synchronous generators’ rotor speed – in case of replacing
synchronous generators with DFIGs

Fig. 16. Synchronous generators’ electrical power – in case of replacing
synchronous generators with DFIGs

reaching the steady-state values. Figure 16 shows the electrical
power of the DFIG-WFs.
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Fig.17. Transient response of DFIG-WFs’ accelerating power in case of
replacing synchronous generators with DFIGs

It’s cleared that, the DFIGs’ active power returns back to
its normal value rapidly after clearing the fault. This helps the
system to reach stability. Figure 17 shows the accelerating
power of DFIG-WFs with the rated active power capacity of
645MW.
By substituting the synchronous generators with DFIGWFs which have the same rated capacity of 645MW, the
absolute value for DFIG-WF’s accelerating power, ΔPDFIG ,
increases during and after the fault as shown in Figure 18.
While the absolute value of COI accelerating power, P ´ C ,

Fig.18. Transient response of DFIG-WFs’ terminal voltage in case of
replacing synchronous generators with DFIGs

decreases. Thus, the system stability increases as shown in
Figure 19
Figure 18 shows the terminal voltages of each DFIG. The
terminal voltage of each DFIG in the system is different. At
the fault inception, the terminal voltage of the DFIG on bus 9
and 29 are 2.22kV and 4.3kV respectively. These differences
in voltage at the terminal of the DFIGs are presented due to
the location of the three-phase fault. This explains the
difference in the absolute value for DFIG-WF’s accelerating
power, ΔPDFIG, as shown in Figure 17. Figure 19 shows the
Eigenvalues plot. It explains that the transient stability of the
system is improved due to increase the negative values of the
real parts of the complex eigenvalues.
By substituting the synchronous generators with DFIGWFs, the CCT improves from 15.576 sec to 15.928 sec
compared with the original system with no DFIGs. So, it
provides an improvement to the CCT by a margin of 0.352 sec
(21 cycles). Thus, the previous simulations illustrate that the
replacement of synchronous generators with DFIG-WFs in the
system is useful for improving the system transient stability
for critical contingencies.
VII. CONCLUSION
This article presents the difference between the behavior of
conventional synchronous generators and the DFIGs during
and after severe disturbances. It discusses the effect of the
DFIG-WF’s integration on the system dynamic motion in two
scenarios. The first scenario is done by connecting the DFIGWF’s into the system in parallel with the synchronous
generators; it provides an improved CCT by 0.022 seconds
(1.32 cycles). The second scenario is made by the replacement
of synchronous generators with DFIG-WFs which have the
same capacity of active power; it provides an improved CCT
by 0.352 seconds (21 cycles). This means that the second
scenario gives more damping for the oscillations than the first
scenario. So, it’s cleared that the replacement of synchronous
generators with DFIG-WFs is more valuable than connecting
the DFIG-WF’s in parallel with the synchronous generators in
improving the system transient stability.
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